For the heavy-light system we extract the constantsΛ, λ 1 and λ 2 used in the Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET) and find a good agreement with the results of other approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Description of the mass spectrum of hadrons is one of the fundamental problems of strong interactions. It has been attacked in a sequence of approaches motivated by QCD, but still attracts considerable attention. One of the most intriguing phenomena, namely the formation of an extended object, the QCD string, between the colour constituents inside hadrons, plays a crucial role in understanding their properties. In the present paper this role is exemplified by spectra of mass of light-light and heavy-light mesons. In the former case we study the role played by the QCD string in formation of the straight-line Regge trajectories and discuss the form of the interquark interaction inside light hadrons. For heavy-light mesons we find the masses of several low-lying states in the D, D s , B and B s mesons spectra including orbitally and radially excited ones.
We calculate and discuss the spin-spin and spin-orbit splittings and compare them to the experimental and recent lattice data. A special attention is payed to the role of the proper string dynamics in establishing the correct slope of the Regge trajectories for both, lightlight and heavy-light states, as opposed to those following from the relativistic equations with local potentials.
We remind then that an extra piece of the effective interquark potential, the string correction, which is entirely due to the string-type interaction in QCD [1, 2] , gives negative contribution into the masses of orbitally excited states. The latter observation allows to resolve the "mystery" of an extremely narrow D(2637) state (and similar one in the B-mesonic spectrum) [3] recently claimed by DELPHI Collaboration [4, 5] . We present a reasonable fit for the several lowest states in D-and B-mesonic spectra using the standard values for the string tension, the strong coupling constant and the current quark masses. We also find the correspondence between our model and the Heavy Quark Effective Theory extracting the constants used in the latter approach in the expansion of a heavy-light meson mass in the inverse powers of the heavy quark mass. We find analytical formulae for these constants and compare their numerical estimates with the predictions of other models.
The two main approaches used in the numerical calculations are the quasiclassical method of solving the eigenenergies problem and the variational one based on the einbein field formalism. Accuracy of both methods is tested using exactly solvable equations and found to be about 7% at worst even for the lowest states. Possible improvements of the method are outlined and discussed.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we give a brief insight into various aspects of the einbein field formalism. In Section III the exact spectra of relativistic equations are confronted to the results of approximate calculations using the quasiclassical and variational einbein field methods, as well as the combined one. In Section IV we discuss the problem of the Regge trajectories slopes as they appear from the relativistic equations with local potentials and from the string-like picture of confinement. Derivation of the Hamiltonian for the spinless quark-antiquark system as well as of the spin-dependent corrections to it is the subject of Section V. Spectra of light-light and heavy-light mesonic states are calculated and discussed in Sections VI and VII respectively. Section VIII contains our conclusions and outlook.
II. EINBEIN FIELD FORMALISM
In this section we give a short introduction into the method of the einbein fields and its possible applications to relativistic systems. An interested reader can find a more detailed information in [6] and references therein.
A. Reparametrization invariance and constrained systems
Historically einbein field formalism was introduced in [7] to treat the kinematics of the relativistic spinless particles. Later it was generalized for the case of spinning particles [8] and strings [9] . So, the action of a free relativistic particle can be rewritten as
where the dot denotes derivative with respect to the proper time τ , µ being the einbein field 2 . The original form of the action can be easily restored after solving the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion for the einbein µ which amounts to taking extremum in the latter. Note that the invariance of the initial action with respect to the change of the proper time
is preserved if an appropriate re-scaling is prescribed to µ:
The latter invariance means that one deals with a constrained system. For the free particle the only constraint defines the mass shell
or in presence of the einbein field µ
1 In the path integral formalism this transformation is based on the following relation
with π being the momentum canonically conjugated to µ, H is the Hamiltonian function of the system (in case (4) it identically vanishes). Requirement that the constraint π = 0 is preserved in time returns one to the mass-shell condition (4):
To make things simpler, one can fix the gauge-like freedom (2) identifying the proper time τ with one of the physical coordinates of the particle. The most popular choices are
• the laboratory gauge (τ = x 0 );
• the proper time gauge (τ = (nx), n µ = Pµ √ P 2 with P µ being the total momentum of the system) [10] ;
• the light-cone gauge (τ = 1 2
which lead to quantization of the system on different hypersurfaces.
With the laboratory gauge fixed the Lagrangian function (1) becomes
so that the corresponding Hamiltonian function reads
and after taking extremum in µ one ends with the standard relativistic expression
B. Einbeins as variational parameters
In the simple example considered above neither the Lagrange, nor the Hamilton functions of the system containedμ that allowed to get rid of µ at any stage by taking extremum in the latter. It is not so for more complicated systems when a change of variables is to be performed which touches upon the einbeins. The velocity corresponding to the original degrees of freedom of the system may mix in a very tangled way with those for einbeins, so that it is not a simple task anymore to follow the linesá la Dirac [11] to resolve the set of constraints and to get rid of non-physical degrees of freedom. See e.g. [6, 8, 12] for several examples when such a resolution can be done explicitly.
Luckily another approach to einbeins is known [2, 13] . They can be treated as variational parameters. Thus one replaces the dynamical function of time µ(τ ) by the parameter µ 0 independent on τ . The eigenstates problem is solved then keeping µ 0 constant, so that one has the spectrum M {n} (µ 0 ), where {n} denotes the full set of quantum numbers. Then one is to minimize each eigenenergy independently with respect to µ 0 3 :
Such an approach has a number of advantages. First, it allows to avoid tedious algebra of commuting constraints with one another following the standard Dirac technique [11] .
Second, it allows a very simple and physically transparent interpretation of einbeins. Indeed, in formulae (1) and (7) the einbein µ can be treated as an effective mass of the particle; dynamics of the system remains essentially relativistic, though being non-relativistic in form.
If m is the current quark mass, then µ can be viewed as its constituent mass celebrated in hadronic phenomenology. What is more, the current mass can be even put to zero, whereas the Lagrangian approach remains valid in presence of the einbeins and the standard Hamiltonian technique can be developed then. The latter observation is intensively used in the analytic QCD calculations for glue describing gluonic degrees of freedom in glueballs and hybrids [14, 15] .
3 Note that solutions for µ 0 of both signs appear, but only one of them (µ 0 > 0) is finally left.
Neglecting the negative solution is the general lack of the einbein field approach and this leads to the fact that quark Zitterbewegung is not taken into account (see also discussion in Subsection III D).
An obvious disadvantage of the variational approach to the einbein fields is some loss of accuracy. As a variational method it provides only an approximate solution giving no hint on how to estimate the ultimate accuracy of the results. Thus in the next section we test this method comparing its predictions with the exact solutions of some relativistic equations.
We consider the accuracy, found to be about 7% at worst, quite reasonable, that justifies our consequent attack at the light-light and heavy-light mesons spectra using this formalism.
III. TESTING THE METHOD

A. Quasiclassics for the spinless Salpeter equation
We start from the Salpeter equation for the quark-antiquark system with equal masses and restrict ourselves to the zero angular momentum case for simplicity:
where the subscript (ll) stands for the light-light system.
The quasiclassical quantization condition looks like
where the integral on the l.h.s. can be worked out analytically yielding
or approximately (m √ σ) one has
Solution (14) becomes exact in the limit m = 0, whereas for a nonzero mass the leading correction to the linear regime (
For a heavy-light system one has the Salpeter equation
where M (hl) n denotes the excess over the heavy particle mass M. Similarly to (13) one finds
and the formula (15) holds true in this case as well.
Comparing the results of the WKB method with the exact solutions of the equation (11) (raws M n (WKB) and M n (exact) in Table I ), one can see that the error does not exceed 3-4% even for the ground state. See also [16] where the WKB method is tested for light-light mesons.
B. Quasiclassics for the one-particle Dirac equation
As a next example we discuss the one-particle Dirac equation with linearly rising confining potential [17] :
The WKB method applied to this equation gives [18, 19] 
where
For the most interesting case of purely scalar confinement (V = 0, U = σr) an approximate quasiclassical solution was found in [19] (m = 0):
Detailed comparison of the results of the WKB method and those following from the recursive formula (21) with the exact numerical solutions to equation (18) is given in [20] .
Here we only note that the coincidence of the three numbers is impressing as even for the lowest states the discrepancy does not exceed 1%.
C. Quasiclassical variational einbein field (combined) method for the spinless
Salpeter equation
Finally we combine the two methods discussed above and apply the WKB approximation to the Hamiltonian of a relativistic system with einbeins introduced as variational parameters. Then the resulting quasiclassical spectrum is minimized with respect to the einbeins.
Thus we have a powerful method of solving the eigenvalues problem for various relativistic systems which we call "combined". Let us test the accuracy of this method first.
We start from the Salpeter equation (11) for the light-light system and introduce the parameter µ 0 as described in Section II:
In what follows we consider the massless case substituting m = 0 into (22) .
We give the analytic formulae for the spectrum of the Salpeter equation (11) obtained using the quasiclassical approximation for the Hamiltonian H 1 (following from equation (13) for m = 0), the exact solution for the Hamiltonian H 2 minimized with respect to the einbein field and the result of the combined method when the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition is applied to the Hamiltonian H 2 and the ultimate spectrum is also minimized with respect to µ 0 .
where ζ n+1 is the (n + 1)-th zero of the Airy function Ai(z) and counting of zeros starts from unity. The extremal values of the einbein field in the latter two cases read
i.e. the effective quark mass is µ * 0 ∼ √ σ and it appears entirely due to the interquark interaction.
In Table I we compare the results of the above three approximate methods of solving the eigenvalues problem for equation (11) with the exact solution. In the last raw we give the accuracy of the combined method vs the exact solution. Two conclusions can be deduced from Table I . The first one is that the accuracy of all approximate methods is high enough, including the combined method which is of most interest for us in view of its consequent applications to the QCD string with quarks at the ends. The other conclusion is that the variational einbein field method gives a systematic overestimation for the excited states which is of order 5-7%.
D. Discussion
Here we would like to make a couple of concluding comments concerning the numerical methods tested in this section, their accuracy and possible ways of its improvement. As stated above the combined quasiclassical variational method is of most interest for us, so we shall concentrate basically on it. The following two remarks are in order here.
From Table I one can see that the relative error is practically constant tending to the value of 7% for large n. The reason for such a behavior will become clear if one compares formulae (23) and (25) . Both relations reproduce the same dependence on the radial quantum number n, whereas the difference comes from different slopes, 4πσ in (23) vs
σ in (25) . Then for highly excited states the error is practically independent on n and can be estimated as (27) i.e. the ultimate accuracy of the quasiclassical variational einbein field method (combined method) appears to be about 7%. Introducing, say, a correcting factor in (25) one could overcome the systematic overestimation and reproduce the spectrum with a better accuracy.
We shall return to this observation later on when discussing the spectrum of the heavy-light mesons.
Another source of the error in the einbein field approach is neglecting the quark Zitterbewegung (see the footnote on page 6). As stated above we neglect the negative sign solution for the einbein field µ 0 expecting its small influence on the spectrum. Let us give some reasonings to justify this action.
It was demonstrated numerically in [21] that the contribution of the quark Z-graphs into M 2 is nearly constant for large excitation numbers and is of order of 10%, so that the
so it is somewhat suppressed.
Besides, a good agreement of our numerical results with those provided by the lattice data and taken from the Particle Data Group can also serve as an a posteriori justification of such neglecting. Still some improvements for the einbein field approach are needed to take this effect into account.
IV. REGGE TRAJECTORIES FOR RELATIVISTIC EQUATIONS WITH LOCAL POTENTIALS
It was observed long ago that the mesonic Regge trajectories are almost linear if the total momentum or the radial quantum number are plotted vs the mesonic mass squared [22] :
where c n and c J are the (inverse) slopes while ∆M 2 denotes corrections to the leading linear regime which come from the self energy, spin splittings etc.
Relations like (29) naturally appear in most of models for confinement, though the (inverse) slopes c n and c J are different for different models.
For example Salpeter equation for the heavy-light system
gives c (hl)
where the total momentum J coincides with the orbital one l.
For the light-light system one easily finds from (31) by a trivial parameters re-scaling:
One-particle Dirac equation (18) yields different slopes for different natures of the confining force. Thus for the purely vector confinement (potential added to the energy term 4 ) one finds
whereas for purely scalar confinement (potential added to the mass term) 4 We disregard the problem of the Klein paradox here.
In the meantime the spectrum (29) is expected to follow from a string-like picture of confinement which predicts the (inverse) Regge slopes to be
One can easily see that none of the relativistic equations considered before gives the correct result (35) , moreover the discrepancies are rather large (of order 25%). See also [23] for discussion of various models of confinement and the corresponding Regge trajectories slopes.
The reason why relativistic Salpeter and Dirac equations fail to reproduce the correct string slope of the Regge trajectories is obvious and quite physically transparent. Indeed, all relativistic equations with local potentials have only trivial dependence of the interquark interaction on the angular momentum which comes entirely from the quark kinetic energy.
Meanwhile QCD is believed to lead to a string-type interaction between the colour constituents inside hadrons, whereas the QCD string developed between quarks possesses its own inertia and thus it should also contribute to the J-dependent part of the interaction. It is this extra purely string-type piece of the interquark interaction to give extra contribution into the Regge trajectories slope and to bring it into the correct form of (35) . This statement is proven explicitly in the next section, whereas the string dynamics footprint in the heavy-light mesons spectrum is discussed in detail in Section VII.
V. HAMILTONIAN OF THE QQ MESON
A. Quark-antiquark Green's function
We start from the Euclidean Green's function of thepair in the confining vacuum
where the initial and the final mesonic wave functions
are gauge invariant due to the standard path-ordered parallel transporter
Γ (i,f ) denote the matrices which might be inserted into the initial and final meson-quarkantiquark vertices.
Integrating out the quark fields in (36) , one finds for the mesonic Green's function
where the trace stands for both, colour and spinor indices. We have neglected here the 1/N C suppressed quark determinant, describing sea quark pairs.
To proceed further we employ the Feynman-Schwinger representation for the one-fermion propagators in the external field, fix the laboratory gauge for both particles
and introduce the einbein fields µ 1 and µ 2 by means of the following change of variables (see [24, 2] for details)
where s 1,2 are the Schwinger times, T = 1 2
Then the resulting expression for the mesonic Green's function reads [24] 
with K i being the kinetic energies of the quarks
(γ µ γ ν − γ ν γ µ ) and δ/δs µν denotes the derivative with respect to the element of the area S. We have also used the minimal area law asymptotic for the isolated Wilson loop
which is usually assumed for the stochastic QCD vacuum (see e.g. [25] ) and found on the lattice. Here S min being the area of the minimal surface swept by the quark and the antiquark trajectories.
Looking at (42) one can easily recognize the following three main ingredients: the contribution of the quark, the one of the antiquark and finally the confining interaction given by the string with tension σ. One can write for the latter
with w µ (t, β) being the string profile function chosen in the linear form
thus describing the straight-line string which is a reasonable approximation for the minimal surface [2] .
Finally, synchronizing the quark and the antiquark times (t 1 = t 2 = t) one finds from (42) that in the spinless approximation the quark-antiquark meson can be described by the
where r = x 1 − x 2 and n = r/r. Expansion of the surface-ordered exponents in (42) gives a set of spin-dependent corrections to the leading regime (47).
B. Hamiltonian for spinless quarks
Starting from the Lagrangian (47) and introducing and extra einbein field ν(t, β) continuously depending on the internal string coordinate β one can get rid of the square root in (47) arriving at the Hamiltonian of thesystem in the centre-of-mass frame in the form
Similarly to µ's which have the meaning of the constituent quark masses, the einbein ν can be viewed as the density of the string energy. In the simplest case of l = 0 one easily finds for the extremal value of ν
i.e. the energy distribution is uniform and the resulting interquark interaction is just the linearly rising potential σr. In the meantime if l = 0 then the two contributions can be identified in the last l-dependent term in (48). Roughly speaking the first two µ-dependent terms in the denominator come from the quark kinetic energy. The last term containing the integral over β is nothing but the extra inertia of the string discussed before. Rotating string also contributes to the interquark interaction making it essentially non-local, so that the very notion of the interquark potential is not applicable to the system anymore.
Note that the Hamiltonian (48) has the form of sum of the "kinetic" and the "potential"
parts, but this is somewhat misleading, as extrema in all three einbeins are understood, so that the ultimate form of the Hamiltonian would be extremely complicated and hardly available for further analytical studies.
Expression (48) can be simplified if one expands the Hamiltonian in powers of √ σ/µ.
One finds then [2,3]
where V string is known as the string correction [1, 2] and this is the term totally missing in the relativistic equations with local potentials. Indeed, the Salpeter equation with the linearly rising potential is readily reproduced from (51) if extrema in µ 1,2 are taken explicitly, whereas the string correction is lost. Meanwhile its sign is negative so that the contribution of the string lowers down the energy of the system thus giving negative contribution to the masses of orbitally excited states leaving those with l = 0 intact. In Section VI we shall demonstrate how the proper account for the string dynamics in the full Hamiltonian (48) brings the Regge trajectories slope into the correct value (35), whereas in Section VII the string correction (52) will be demonstrated to solve the problem of the identification of the resonance D(2637) recently claimed by DELPHI Collaboration [4, 5] .
C. Spin-dependent corrections
Let us return to the quark-antiquark Green's function (42) and extract the nonperturbative spin-orbit interaction. Following [26, 27] one finds
It follows from [26, 27] that all potentials V i (r) (in the notations of [28] ) contain both, perturbative and nonperturbative pieces given there in the explicit form. One can argue that at large distances the only piece (53) is left whereas for light quarks all nonperturbative ones may be important (see [29] ). Now, to have the full picture of the interquark interaction one is to supply the purely nonperturbative string-type interaction described by the Hamiltonian (48) by the perturbative gluon exchange adding the colour Coulomb potential to the Hamiltonian H 0 from (51) and calculating the corresponding spin-dependent perturbative terms in addition to the potential (53). The result reads
where we have also added the overall constant shift C 0 and [30, 31, 29] . It is important to stress that C 0 is due to the nonperturbative self-energy of light quarks, which explains the later numerical inputs.
An important comment concerning the expansion (55) state (see [26] for details).
The Hamiltonian (54) with spin-dependent terms (55) will be used for explicit calculations for heavy-light mesons. In case of light-light states one should include additional nonperturbative spin-dependent terms (see [26] and references therein). The masses of light-light mesons listed in Table II have been calculated from the Regge trajectories which do not take into account spin-dependent terms and we give them for the sake of comparison.
A more detailed calculation for the light mesons taking these effects into account can be found in [29] .
VI. SPECTRUM OF LIGHT-LIGHT MESONS A. Angular momentum dependent potential and Regge trajectories
Starting from the Hamiltonian (48) we stick with the case of equal quark masses m
The extremal value of the einbein field ν can be found explicitly and reads [20] ν 0 (β) = σr
where y is the solution to the transcendental equation
and L 2 = l(l + 1).
For large angular momenta the contribution of the quarks (the last term on the r.h.s.
of (58)) is negligible so that the maximal possible value y = 1 is reached, thus yielding the solution for the free open string [2] (see also the second entry in [12] ).
With the extremal value ν 0 from (57) inserted, Hamiltonian (56) takes the form
with y defined by equation (58). The last two terms on the r.h.s. of equation (59) can be considered as an effective "potential"
which is nontrivially l-dependent. In Fig.1 we give the form of the effective potential (60) for a couple of low-lying states (solid line). It has the same asymptotic as the naive sum of the linearly rising potential and the centrifugal barrier coming from the kinetic energy of the quarks (dotted line). In the meantime it differs from the latter at finite distances. The only exception is the case of zero angular momentum which should be treated separately and leads to the linearly rising potential for any interquark separation.
B. Numerical results
Following the variational einbein field method described and tested above, we start from the Hamiltonian (59) and change the einbein field µ for the variational parameter µ 0 [20] , so that one has
Then the quasiclassical method applied to the Hamiltonian (61) gives
with
The eigenvalues M nl (µ 0 ) for m = 0 were found numerically from (63), (64) and the minimization procedure with respect to µ 0 was used then. Results for M nl are given in Table II the region where the nontrivial dependence of the effective potential U(µ 0 , r) on the angular momentum is most important (see Fig.1 ).
In Table III we give comparison of the masses of several light-light mesonic states extracted by means of the numerical results from Table II with the experimental data and theoretical predictions taken from [32] . We have fitted our results to the experimental spectrum using the negative constant ∆M 2 (see equation (29)).
C. Discussion
Let us recall the results obtained for the light-light mesons and discuss problems connected to the given approach. The net result of the current section is the l-dependent effective interquark potential which gives the naive linearly rising interaction only for l = 0.
It was observed long ago [33, 2] that for large angular momenta the quark dynamics is negligible and the slope (35) naturally appears from the picture of open rotating string. In the present paper we find that for massless quarks even the low-lying mesonic states demonstrate nearly straight-line Regge trajectories with the string slope (35) .
One problem clearly seen from our Figs.2,3 is the leading trajectory intercept l 0 ≡ l (M 2 = 0). To reproduce the experimental intercept around -0.5 (see Fig.3 ) starting from the theoretical one +0.5 (see left plot in Fig.2 ) one needs a large negative constant added either to the Hamiltonian (48) (see e.g. C 0 in equation (54)) or in the form of ∆M 2 directly in (29) (see also Table III ). Once the first way might violate the linearity of the Regge trajectories, then one should expect QCD to prefer the second one, though the first way remains more attractive from the practical point of view and will be used in calculations of the heavy-light mesons spectrum in the next section.
Another problem is that one of the most intriguing questions of the mesonic spectroscopy, the π − ρ splitting (and a similar problem in the strange sector) can not be addressed to our model. Taking the exact solution of the spinless Salpeter equation (11) with n = l = 0 (see Table I with an appropriate re-scaling from σ = 0.2GeV 2 to σ = 0.17GeV 2 ) one finds for the ρ mass squared the value of order 1.7GeV 2 which does not violate the linearity of the trajectory (see the circled dot in Fig.2) . If the overall negative shift with |∆M 2 | = 1126MeV 2 (see Table III ) is applied to this state, then one arrives at the ρ meson mass about 775MeV , i.e. the value very close to the experimental one. Note that we have practically coinciding constants for the ρ-and a-mesons trajectories (see caption for Table III ) that supports the idea that ∆M 2 can be associated with quark selfenergies.
Meanwhile one can not pretend to describe pions (kaons) in the same framework as their Goldstone nature is not implemented in the current model. In the realistic quantum field theory based models each mesonic state possesses two wave functions which describe forward and backward in time motion of thepair inside the meson [34] . The backward motion is suppressed if at least one of the quarks is heavy, for highly excited states and in the infinite-momentum frame. For the chiral pion, which is expected to be strictly massless in the chiral limit, the two wave functions are of the same order of magnitude (see e.g. [35] for the explicit pionic solution in QCD 2 ), so that none of them can be neglected. This explains why the naive estimate for the pion mass lies much higher than the experimentally observed value of 140MeV . For the first excited state, ρ meson, this effect is already suppressed, though one still has to be careful neglecting the backward motion of the quarks. The progress in this direction was achieved in recent papers by one of the authors (Yu.S.) [19] , where a Dirac-type equation was derived for the heavy-light system and properties of its solutions were investigated. This new formalism is expected to allow consideration of pionic Regge trajectories as it has the chiral symmetry breaking built-in.
VII. SPECTRUM OF HEAVY-LIGHT MESONS
All results obtained for the light-light mesons in Section VI can be reproduced for the heavy-light states, so that in the one-body limit the Regge trajectories with the correct string (inverse) slope πσ are readily reproduced. Meanwhile the aim of this study is to take into account corrections to the leading regime which come from the spin-dependent terms in the interquark interaction as well as those due to the finitness of the heavy quark mass.
Corrections of both types are important for establishing the correct spectra of D and B mesons which are the main target of the present investigation.
A. Spectrum of the spinless heavy-light system
In this subsection we study the spectrum of the heavy-light mesons disregarding the quark spins. This amounts to solving the Schrödinger-like equation for the Hamiltonian H 0 from (54). Note that to this end one needs to know the non-relativistic spectrum in the potential which is the sum of the linearly rising and the Coulomb parts [26, 36, 3] :
If solutions of (65) for χ λ and a(λ) are known as functions of the reduced Coulomb potential strength λ then one can find the following expressions for the extremal values of the einbeins (constituent quark masses):
with ∆(λ) given by
The definition of the reduced einbein field µ via µ 1 and µ 2 leads to the equation defining λ
Technically this means that one should generate selfconsistent solutions to equations (65) and (67) which are subjects to numerical calculations [36, 3] . In Table IV spectra. We use the standard values for the string tension, the strong coupling constant and the current quarks masses. Note that α s is chosen close to its frozen value [37] and it does not change a lot between D and B mesons. The reason is that in both cases one has a light quark moving in the field of a very heavy one, so that the one-gluon exchange depends on the size of the system, rather than on its total mass. Once the difference in size between D and B mesons is not that large, the difference between the two values of the strong coupling constant is also small (see Table IV ).
The ψ-function at the origin given in the last column of Table IV and which will be used later on for spin-spin splittings is defined for radially excited states as
that immediately follows from the properties of equation (65) and the corresponding redefinition of variables.
B. Spin-spin and spin-orbit splittings. The string correction
In this subsection we calculate the spin-dependent corrections to the results given in Table IV as well as those due to the proper string dynamics and which were intensively discussed before.
The eigenstates of the Hamiltonian H 0 from (54), which we consider to be the zeroth approximation, can be specified in the form of terms n 2S+1 L J (n being the radial quantum number) as the angular momentum L, the total spin S, and the total momentum J = L + S are separately conserved by H 0 . The corresponding matrix elements for various operators present in (55) read
The interaction V sd given by (55) mixes orbitally excited states with different spins, so that the transition matrix elements are given by
which lead to mixing within
pairs so that the physical states are subject to the matrix equations of the following type:
Another important ingredient is the string correction given by (52) which leads to extra negative shift for orbitally excited states
Thus the model is totally fixed and the only remaining fitting parameter is the overall spectrum shift C 0 which finally takes the following values:
Note that C 0 does not depend on the heavy quark
and is completely defined by the properties of the light one. For states with two light quarks one would have the overall negative shift 2C 0 that gives the contribution
n . In case of ρ meson this provides a negative constant of order 1GeV , i.e. right the value needed to bring the theoretical intercept l 0 into the correct experimental one (see Table III ).
C. Comparison with the experimental and lattice data. "Mystery" of the D(2637) state
In Tables V,VI we compare the results of our numerical calculations for the spectrum and splittings with the experimental and recent lattice data as well as with the theoretical predictions from [32] and [40] . The underlined figures in Table V calculations [38, 39] . To demonstrate the relevance of the corrections due to the heavy mass we consider a simplified system containing one infinitely heavy particle and the light one having its real mass. The best fits for the experimental spectra with the results for such simplified systems are also given in Table V One can easily see that corrections in the inverse powers of the heavy mass are strongly needed to reproduce the experimental spectrum with a reasonable accuracy and to remove degeneracy of S-states. Now we are in the position to resolve the "mystery" of the D(2637) state (and a similar one in the B mesons spectrum). This state was claimed recently by DELPHI Collaboration [4, 5] , but once its quantum numbers were not defined, then there was a problem of the identification of this state. In most quark models (see also Table V) the first radial excitation
− lies approximately in the desired region of mass, but estimates of the width of such a state lead to a confusion, as all such estimates give values much larger than the width of about 15MeV reported by DELPHI. The only would-be way out of the problem is to identify this narrow state with orbital excitations with J P being 2 − or 3 − . In spite of the fact that orbitally excited states are really narrower than the radially excited ones and they can have the width compatible with the experimental value, the following two objections can be made [41] : i) quark models predict orbitally excited mesons to be at least 50MeV heavier than needed, ii) a neighboring slightly more massive state should be observed as well.
It follows from Table V that we can remove both objections mentioned above (see also [3] ). Indeed, one can easily see that orbitally excited states 2 − and 3 − lie even somewhat lower than the radial excitation 0 − . The reason for that is the negative string correction (74) for the orbitally excited states which comes from the proper dynamics of the string.
Besides that, the single D-wave 3 − state is even more probable candidate for the role of the observed D(2637) resonance than the lightest one from the pair of states 2 − , so that the problem of the "missing state" is also avoided.
Note that our predictions D(2654), D(2663) and D(2664)
give larger masses compared to the experimental one. This must be a reflection of the general lack of the variational einbein field method (µ-technique) discussed before, which gives slightly overestimated values for the spectrum of excited states (see Table I and discussion in subsection III D).
D. A bridge to the Heavy Quark Effective Theory
In this subsection we discuss the correspondence between our model and the Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET) approach widely discussed in literature (see [42, 43] and references therein). We use the standard parametrization for the heavy-light meson mass
where m Q is the mass of the heavy constituent, coefficient d H describes the hyperfine splitting
whereasΛ, λ 1 and λ 2 are the free parameters which are the subject to theoretical investigation. Parameter λ 2 is directly connected to the splitting between 1 3 S 1 and 1 1 S 0 states and can be estimated from the experimental B-mesonic spectrum to be
From Table VI one can easily find our prediction for λ 2
which being slightly overestimated is still in a reasonable agreement with the experimental value (78).
In the meantime our model allows direct calculation of the parametersΛ λ 1 and λ 2 based on the Hamiltonian (54). We apply the variational procedure described above to the idealized system with m 1 ≡ m Q → ∞ and m 2 → 0. This yields
where κ = 
Then one can extract the coefficient λ 2 from the first term in equation (55):
The analytical formula for λ 1 is also available, but it is rather bulky and we do not give it here. For α s = 0.39 one can find the numerical solution to equation (81) to be λ 0 = 1.175.
The corresponding values forΛ, λ 1 and λ 2 are given in the first column of Table VII where they are compared with the results of other approaches.
Another way to estimate the discussed constants is to find the best fit of the form
withΛ and λ 1 being the fitting parameters and C 0 = 203MeV taken from (75), for the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (54) with m Q varied around the bottom quark mass m b = 4.8GeV (we use the region 4GeV < m Q < 6GeV ). The coefficient λ 2 can be found using formula (82) with λ 0 changed for the exact solution for λ taken from Table IV . Results are listed in the second column of Table VII. One can see our figures to be in general agreement with those found in other approaches among which we mention the QCD sum rules method [44] , the inclusive semileptonic B mesons decays [45] and the Dyson-Schwinger equation for the system of the light quark and the static antiquark [46] . We find parameter λ 1 to be rather sensitive to the strong coupling constant α s . For example for α s = 0.3 one has λ 1 = −0.38GeV 2 which should be confronted with the value λ 1 = −0.506GeV 2 from the first column of the Table VII found One should appreciate the advantage of the einbein field method which allows to obtain relatively simple analytical formulae for various parameters and to investigate their dependence on the strong coupling constant α s (dependence on the only dimensional parameter σ is uniquely restored givingΛ ∼ √ σ and λ 1 ∼ λ 2 ∼ σ).
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion let us briefly recall the main results obtained in the present paper.
We use the model for the QCD string with quarks at the ends to calculate the spectra of light-light and heavy-light mesons. There are two main points in which we differ from other approaches to the same problem based on various relativistic Hamiltonians and equations with local potentials. The first point is that we do not introduce the constituent mass by hands. On the contrary, starting from the current mass we naturally arrive at the effective quark masses which appear due to the interaction. Moreover, the resulting effective mass is large enough even for the lightest quarks and lowest states in the spectrum, so that the spin-dependent terms in the interquark interaction can be treated as perturbations in most cases (except for pions and kaons) and thus accounted for in this way.
The second advantage of the method is that the dynamics of the QCD string naturally enters the game and it can be studied systematically. minimized with respect to the einbein µ 0 (combined method). Table   VIII of [39] . We also compare out results with theoretical predictions taken from [32] and [40] . (76)). In the first column we
give the values following from the formulae (80) and (82) Table II ). Theoretical prediction for the ρ-meson mass (M 2 ρ ≈ 1.7 GeV 2 , see figures in Table I Table III ). The theoretical values for m = 0 and σ = 0.17 GeV 2 are marked with dots, the experimental data are given by boxes with error bars.
